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Abstract—In this work, we show that both fine-tune learning
and cross-domain sim-to-real transfer learning from virtual to
real-world environments improve the starting and final scene
classification abilities of a computer vision model. A 6-class
computer vision problem of scene classification is presented from
both videogame environments and photographs of the real world,
where both datasets have the same classes. 12 networks are
trained from 2, 4, 8, . . . , 4096 hidden interpretation neurons
following a fine-tuned VGG16 Convolutional Neural Network
for a dataset of virtual data gathered from the Unity game
engine and for a photographic dataset gathered from an online
image search engine. 12 Transfer Learning networks are then
benchmarked using the trained networks on virtual data as a
starting weight distribution for a neural network to classify the
real-world dataset. Results show that all of the transfer networks
have a higher starting accuracy pre-training, with the best
showing an improvement of +48.34% image classification ability
and an average increase of +38.33% for the starting abilities of all
hyperparameter sets benchmarked. Of the 12 experiments, nine
transfer experiments showed an improvement over non-transfer
learning, two showed a slightly lower ability, and one did not
change. The best accuracy overall was obtained by a transfer
learning model with a layer of 64 interpretation neurons scoring
89.16% compared to the non-transfer counterpart of 88.27%. An
average increase of +7.15% was observed over all experiments.
The main finding is that not only can a higher final classification
accuracy be achieved, but strong classification abilities prior to
any training whatsoever are also encountered when transferring
knowledge from simulation to real-world data, proving useful
domain knowledge transfer between the datasets.
Keywords—Sim-to-real, Transfer Learning, Deep Learning,
Computer Vision, Autonomous Perception, Scene Classification,
Environment Recognition

I. I NTRODUCTION
The possibility of transfer learning from simulated data
to real-world application is promising due to the scarcity
of real-world labelled data being an issue encountered
in many applications of machine learning and artificial
intelligence [1], [2], [3]. Based on this, Fine-tune Learning
and Transfer learning are often both considered to be viable
solutions to the issue of data scarcity in the scientific state-ofthe-art via large-scale models such as ImageNet and VGG16
for the former and methods such as rule and weight transfer
for the latter [4], [5], [6]. Here, we attempt to perform both
of these methods in a pipeline for scene classification, by
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fine-tuning a large-scale model and transferring knowledge
between rules learnt from simulation to real-world datasets.
The consumer-level quality of videogame technology
has rapidly improved towards arguable photo-realistic
graphical quality through ray-traced lighting, high resolution
photographic textures and Physically Based Rendering (PBR)
to name but several prominent techniques. This then raises
the question, since simulated environments are ever more
realistic, is it possible to transfer knowledge from them to
real-world situations? Should this be possible, the problem
of data scarcity would be mitigated, and also a more optimal
process of learning would become possible by introducing a
starting point learned from simulation. If this process provides
a better starting point than, for example, a classical random
weight distribution, then fewer computational resources
are required to learn about the real world and also fewer
labelled data points are required. In addition, if this process
is improved further, learning from real-world data may not
actually be required at all.
In this work, we perform 12 individual topology experiments in order to show that real-world classification of
relatively scarce data can be improved via pre-training said
models on simulation data from a high-quality videogame
environment. The weights developed on simulation data are
applied as a starting point for the backpropagation learning of
real-world data, and we find that both starting accuracies and
asymptotes (final ability) are often higher when the model has
been able to train on simulation data before considering real
data.
The main scientific contributions of this work are threefold:
1) The formation of two datasets for a 6-class scene classification dataset, both artificial simulation and real-world
photographic data1 .
2) 24 topology tuning experiments for best classification
of the two datasets, 12 for each of the datasets by
2, 4, 8...4096 interpretation neurons following the fine
1 https://www.kaggle.com/birdy654/environment-recognition-simulation-toreality

opposed to the classical row-by-row scanline method [8].
Following various methods of implementation – Pharr et
al. provide a detailed review of PBR methods [9]– PBR
is the concept of combining high quality 3D models and
surface-measured shading in order to produce accurate
representations of real materials and thus photo-realistic
quality objects [10]. An example of the quality of simulation
possible through the usage of these technologies can be seen
in Figure 1, developed by ArchVizPRO [7].
Transfer Learning is the improvement of a learning process
for a new task by transferring knowledge from a related
so-called source task to the new task, which is called target
task. In this study, trained weights from one classification
problem are used as the initial weights for a second problem
and are subsequently compared to standard random weight
distribution for this same problem [11]. The issue of data
availability is recognised in a notable survey on transfer
learning, where transfer learning approaches are suggested
to produce better solutions for a second task characterised
by more limited data than the first task [12]. The reduced
availability of real-world data in comparison to the almost
infinite possibilities in virtual environments is such a scenario.

Fig. 1. An example of the usage of Ray Tracing, Physically-Based Rendering
and high quality textures in order to generate a realistic simulation of a living
room environment [7].

tuning of a VGG16 CNN network (with interpretation
and softmax layers removed). This provides a baseline
comparison for Transfer Learning as well as the pretrained weights to be used in the following experiment.
3) 12 transfer learning experiments of the weights trained
on simulation data transferred to networks with the task
of classifying real-world data. The results are evidence
that transfer learning of useful domain knowledge is
possible from the classification of simulated environments to the classification of real-world photographic
data, further improving classification ability of real data.
The remainder of this article is organised as follows: in
Section II the state of the art in knowledge transfer from
virtual worlds to real world is discussed, in Section III our
methodology is outlined, while in Section IV experimental
results are presented and analysed. A discussion of possible
future work is provided in Section V before a final conclusion
to this study is drawn in Section VI.

Kim and Park recently argued against a classical heuristic
search approach for the tracking of road lanes in favour of
a deep learning approach featuring transfer learning from
Grand Theft Auto V (GTA V) and TORCS environments [13].
GTA V was also used to gather data for a computer vision
experiment in which vehicle collisions were succesfully
predicted when transfer learning was applied [14]. Trial-anderror learning is not suited to high-risk activities such as
driving, and so, reinforcement learning is not possible when
the starting point is a real-world situation; researchers argue
that transfer of knowledge can improve the ability to perform
complex tasks, when initially performed in simulation [15]
and [16]. For autonomous navigation, environment mapping
and recognition is a very important task for self-driving
vehicles, many of which consider LiDAR data as input
towards mapping and subsequent successful real-time
navigation [17], [18], [19], [20].

II. BACKGROUND AND R ELATED W ORK
In this section, state of the art in the area of knowledge
transfer from virtual world tasks to real life tasks is discussed.
The possibility of transfer from modern videogames to reality
for complex problems is a new and rapidly growing line of
thought within the field of deep learning. Related works are
limited due to the young age of the field2 .

In addition to LiDAR, many authors have argued for the
processing of photographic image data for environment or
scene recognition. Herranz et al. [21] show that classification
of both scenes and objects reach human-level classification
abilities of 70.17% on the SUN397 places dataset via manually
chosen combinations of ImageNet-CNNs and Places-CNNs.
Similarly, Wu et al. [22] achieved accuracy of 58.11% on the
same dataset through harvesting discriminative meta-objects,
outperforming Places-CNN (AlexNet fine tuning), which had
a benchmark accuracy of 56.2% [23].

Technologies such as realistic Ray Tracing and PBR in
conjuction with photographic or photographically-enhanced
textures enable photorealism in simulated environments (in
this context, generated as a videogame environment). Ray
Tracing is a rendering technique that works by following the
individual pixel paths of light and simulating its physical
properties when interacting with objects in the scene, which
produces higher levels of realism in terms of lighting as

In Tobin et al. researchers trained computer vision models
with a technique of domain randomisation for object recogni-

2 The most popular works as of writing up the results of this study are still
in the form of preprints
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tion within a real-world simulation, which, when transferred
to real-world data, could recognise objects within an error
of around 1.5 centimetres [24]. This was further improved
when it was noted that a dataset of synthetic images from
a virtual environment could be used to train a real-world
computer vision model within an error rate of 1.5 to 3.5
millimetres on average [25]. Researchers noted that virtual
environments were simply treated as simply another variation
rather than providing unsuitable noise. Similarly, computer
vision models were also improved when initially trained in
simulation for further application in reality where distance
error rates were reduced for a vision-based robotic arm [26].
Scene recognition between virtual and real environments has
received little attention. Wallet et al. show via comparison
comparison of high and low detailed virtual environments that
high detail in the virtual environment leads to better results
for tasks such as scene classification and way-finding when
applied to real environments [27]. The study was based on
the experiences of 64 human subjects.
So far, very little exploration into the possibility of transfer
learning between virtual to real environments for the task of
environment recognition or scene classification has been performed. Though many of these works are currently preprints
and are yet to be published, they already have a high impact,
and results are often replicated in related experiments. In terms
of scene classification, either LiDAR or photographic image
data are considered as a data source for the task, with the best
scores often being achieved by deep learning methods such
as the Convolutional Neural Network, which features often in
state-of-the-art work. Transfer learning features often in these
works, either by simply fine-tuning a pre-trained CNN on a
large dataset, or training on a dataset and transfer learning
weight matrices to a second, more scarce dataset. Inspired by
these works, we opt to select photographic data of virtual and
real environments before transfer learning by initial weight
distribution to a fine-tuned network in order to attempt to use
both methods. The successful transfer of knowledge attained
in this experiment serves as basis for further exploration
into the possibilities of improving environment classification
algorithms by considering an activity of pre-training on the
infinite possibilities of virtual environments before considering
a real-world problem.

Fig. 2. In order to collect artificial data, a camera is attached to a humanoid
robot for height reference in the Unity game engine.

the-art problems.
A. Datasets
Initially, two large image datasets are gathered from the
following environments:
• Forest
• Field
• Bathroom
• Living Room
• Staircase
• Computer Lab
The first two are natural environments and the final four are
artificial environments.
For the simulation data, 1,000 images are collected per
environment from the Unity videogame engine via a rotating
camera of 22mm focal length (chosen since it is most similar
to the human eye [28]) affixed to the viewpoint of a 120cm
(3.93ft) robot model, as can be seen in Figure 2. The camera
is rotated 5 degrees around the Y axis per photograph, and
then rotated around the X axis 15 degrees three times after
the full Y rotation has occurred.3 In total, 6,000 images are
collected in order to form a balanced dataset.
For the photographic real-world data, a Google Images
web-crawler is set to search and save the first 600 image
search results for each environment name. Each set of
collected images are sought through manually in order to
remove any false results and more data is then collected if
needed to retain perfect class balance.

III. T HE PROPOSED RESEARCH QUESTION AND OUR
APPROACH

We propose to answer the research question ”Can knowledge be transferred from simulation to real world, to improve
effectiveness and efficiency of learning to perform real world
tasks, when real world training data are scarce?”. Here,
we explain our approach, starting from building the datasets,
following with the experiment, choice of models and practical
implementation. We include chosen hyperparameters and computational resources in order to promote replicability as well
as for future improvement and application to related state-of-

In figure 3 samples of the virtual visual data gathered from
the Unity game engine (top row) and photographs of real world
environments gathered from Google Images (bottom row) are
3 Unity script for data collection is available at https://github.com/jordanbird/Unity-Image-Dataset-Collector
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Fig. 3. Samples of virtual (top) and real (bottom) environments from the two datasets gathered for these experiments.
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transfer learning are explored. All training of models is via
10-fold cross validation where starting (pre-training) and
asymptote (ultimate ability) abilities are measured in order
to discern whether knowledge transfer is possible between
the domains. A diagram of the experiment can be observed
in Figure 4 within which changes in starting (∆S) and final
abilities (∆F ) of the classification of real-world environments
are compared with and without weight transfer from a model
pre-trained on data gathered from virtual environments.

ΔS, ΔF

Softmax

The goal of the learning process is the minimisation of
loss (misclassification) through backpropagation of errors and
optimisation of weights. This is possible since all data are
labelled, and thus, predictions can be compared to the ground
truths. The goal is to reduce the cross-entropy loss [30], [31]:

Fig. 4. Overall diagram of the experiment showing the derivation of ∆S and
∆F (change in starting and final classification ability) for comparison.

shown. Various similarities can be seen, especially through the
colours that occur in nature. Some of the more photo-realistic
environments, such as the living room, bare similarity due to
the realistic high-poly models for example through the creases
in the sofa material. Less realistic environments, such as the
bathroom, feature fewer similarities through the shapes of the
models, although lighting differs between the two.

−

M
X

yo,c log(po,c ),

(1)

c=1

where M is the number of classes, in this case, 6, y is a
binary indicator of a correct or erroneous prediction, that class
c is the true class of the data object o, p is the probability
that o is predicted to belong to class c. If this value is
algorithmically minimised, the network is then able to learn
from errors and attempt to account for them and improve its
classification ability.

B. Experiment
With all image data represented as a 128 × 128 × 3 array
of RGB values, the datasets are used to train the models.
Convolutional Neural Network layers are fine-tuned from the
VGG16 network [29] with input layers replaced by the shape
of our data, and interpretation layers are removed in order to
benchmark a single layer of 2, 4, 8, ..., 4096 neurons. All of
these sets of hyperparameters are trained on the simulation
images dataset, and an additional set of hyperparameters
are then trained on the real images dataset, both for 50
epochs. Following this, all weights trained on the simulation
dataset are then transferred to real-world data for a further
10 epochs of training in order to benchmark the possibilities
of transfer learning. Thus, both methods of fine-tune and

The activation layer of the interpretation layer and learning
rate optimisation algorithm were arbitrarily chosen as
Rectified Linear Units (ReLu) and ADAM. ReLu is defined
as y = max(0, x).
ADAM [32] is a method of optimisation of networks
weights during the learning process based on RMSProp [33]
and Momentum [34], is generally calculated via the steps:
1) The exponentially weighted average of past gradients,
vdW are calculated.
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2) The exponentially weighted averages of the squares of
past gradient, sdW are calculated.
3) The bias towards zero in the previous are corrected,
corrected
resulting in vdW
and scorrected
.
dW
Neural network parameters are then updated via:
∂J
vdW = β1 vdW + (1 − β1 )
∂W

2
∂J
sdW = β2 sdW + (1 − β2 )
∂W
vdW
corrected
vdW
=
(2)
1 − (β1 )t
s
dW
scorrected
=
dW
1 − (β1 )t
v corrected
W = W − α q dW
scorrected
+ ε,
dW

TABLE I
B ENCHMARKING OF I NTERPRETATION N ETWORK T OPOLOGIES FOR
S IMULATION E NVIRONMENTS . H IGH R ESULTS (90%+) CAN BE
E XPECTED DUE TO R EPEATED T EXTURES , B UMP M APS AND L IGHTING .
Interpretation Neurons

Classification Accuracy (%)

2
4
8
16
32
64
128
256
512
1024
2048
4096

33.28
49.69
88
96.04
98.33
98.33
98.16
98.76
97.02
97.86
64.08
93.93

B. Transfer Learning vs Random Weights

∂J
where β1 and β1 are tunable hyperparameters, ∂W
is a cost
gradient of the network layer which is being currently tuned,
W is a matrix of weights, α is the defined learning rate, and
ε is a small value introduced in order to prevent division by
zero.

The results for the transfer learning experiment can be
observed in Table II. The columns ∆S and ∆F show the
change in Starting (epoch 0, no back propagation performed)
and Final classification accuracies in terms of transfer versus
non-transfer of weights, respectively. Interestingly, regardless
of the number of interpretation neurons, successful transfer of
knowledge is achieved for pre-training, with the lowest being
+3.1% via 2 interpretation neurons. The highest is +48.34%
accuracy in the case of 512 hidden interpretation neurons.
This shows that knowledge can be transferred as a starting
point. The average increase of starting accuracy over all
models was +38.33% when transfer learning was performed,
as opposed to an average starting accuracy of 16.4% without
knowledge transfer. In terms of the final classification
accuracy, success is achieved as well, 9 experiments lead to a
higher final accuracy whereas are were slightly lower (-0.22%
128 neurons and -3.98% 2048 neurons), and one does not
change (32 neurons). The average ∆F over all experiments is
+7.15% with the highest being +24.56% via 4 interpretation
neurons. On average, the final accuracy of all models when
transfer learning is performed is 76.34%m in comparison
to the average final accuracy of 69.16% without transfer of
weights.

C. Practical Implementation
In this work, all models were trained on deep neural
networks developed in the Keras library with a TensorFlow
backend. Implementation was performed in Python. Random
weights were generated by an Intel Core i7 CPU which was
running at a clock speed of 3.7GHz. RAM used for the initial
storage of images was 32GB at a clock speed of 1202MHz
(Dual-Channel 16GB) before transfer to the 6GB of VRAM
and subsequent learning on a GTX 980Ti GPU via its 2816
CUDA cores.
IV. R ESULTS
In this section, the results from the experiments are
presented following the method described above. Firstly, the
classification ability of the networks trained on virtual data
is outlined, then a comparison between networks to classify
real-world data initialised with random weight distribution
and weights transferred from the networks trained on virtual
environments.

Overall, the best model for classifying the real-world
data is a fine-tuned VGG16 CNN followed by 64 hidden
interpretation neurons with initial weights transferred from
the network trained on simulation video game environments,
this model scores a final classification accuracy of 89.16%
highlighted in bold in Table II when both fine-tune and
sim-to-real transfer learning are used in conjunction. The
majority of results, especially the highest ∆S, ∆F , and
final accuracy, show that transfer learning is not only a
possibility between simulation and real-world data for scene
classification, but also promote it as a viable solution in order
to both reduce computational resource requirements and lead
to higher classification ability overall.

A. Initial Training for Virtual Environments
The classification accuracy of the 12 sets of weights
corresponding to 2..4096 interpretation neurons respectively
to be transferred in the experiment can be observed in Table
I. High accuracy is observed with regards to interpretation
neurons 8...4096, this is likely due to the CNN generating
sets of similar features to the repetitive nature of videogame
environments. In order to optimise the rendering of frames
to the desired 60fps models, textures and bump maps are
often repeated in order to reduce the execution time of the
graphical pipeline [35].
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TABLE II
C OMPARISON OF NON - TRANSFER AND TRANSFER LEARNING EXPERIMENTS . ∆S AND ∆F DEFINE THE CHANGE IN STARTING AND FINAL ACCURACIES
BETWEEN THE SELECTED STARTING WEIGHT DISTRIBUTION . A POSITIVE VALUE DENOTES SUCCESSFUL TRANSFER OF KNOWLEDGE BETWEEN
SIMULATION AND REALITY.
Interpretation
Neurons
2
4
8
16
32
64
128
256
512
1024
2048
4096
Average

Experiment
Non-Transfer Learning
Starting Accuracy (%)
Final Accuracy (%)
18.25
18.69
15.27
27.32
12.5
80.31
21.57
85.07
14.16
87.06
16.04
88.27
15.93
87.17
17.26
85.73
14.27
77.88
19.58
68.69
17.7
67.7
14.27
56.19
16.4
69.16

Transfer Learning
Starting Accuracy (%)
21.35
33.74
59.29
60.37
61.06
54.42
61.17
60.95
62.61
62.83
56.75
62.39
54.73

Final Accuracy (%)
36.5
51.88
85.29
86.73
87.06
89.16
86.95
87.94
79.65
85.29
63.72
75.88
76.34

Comparison
∆S
∆F
+3.1
+17.81
+18.47
+24.56
+46.79
+4.98
+38.8
+1.66
+46.9
0
+38.38
+0.89
+45.24
-0.22
+43.69
+2.21
+48.34
+1.77
+43.25
+16.6
+39.05
-3.98
+48.12
+19.69
38.33
7.15

in the literature review [21], [22], [23].
The results serve as strong argument that transfer of knowledge is possible in terms of pre-training of weights from
simulated environments. This is evidenced especially through
the initial ability of the transfer networks prior to any training
for classification of the real environments, but it is also shown
through the best ultimate score achieved by a network with
initial weights transferred.

VI. C ONCLUSION
In the experiments and results presented in this study,
we have shown success in transfer learning from virtual
environments to a task taking place in reality. A noticeable
set of high abilities were encountered for sole classification
of virtual data, as expected, due to the optimisation processes
of recycling objects and repeating textures found within
videogame environments. Of the 12 networks trained with
and without transfer learning, a pattern of knowledge
transfer was observed; with all starting accuracies being
substantially higher than a random weight distribution, and,
most importantly, a best classification ability of 89.16%
was achieved when knowledge was initially transferred from
virtual environments.

V. D ISCUSSION
In this section the limitations of this study are discussed
and directions for future work to further explore the potential
of this method are proposed. From the results observed in
this study, there are two main areas of future work which are
important to follow. Firstly, we propose to further improve the
artificial learning pipeline. Models were trained for 50 epochs
for each of the interpretation layers to be benchmarked. In
the future the possibility of deeper networks of more than
one hidden interpretation layer and also the combinations
of the hyperparameters can be explored. The training time
of the random weight networks was relatively limited at
50 epochs and even further limited for transfer learning
at 10 epochs, although this was by design and due to the
computational resources available. Future work could concern
deeper interpretation networks as well as increased training
time. In this study hyperparameters such as the activation and
learning rate optimisation algorithm were arbitrarily chosen,
therefore in the future these could be explored in a further
combinatorial optimisation experiment. Secondly, simulation
to real transfer learning could also be attempted in various
fields in order to benchmark the ability of this method for
other real-world applications. For example, autonomous cars
and drones training in a virtual environment for real-world
application. The next step for benchmarking could be to
compare the ability of this method to state-of-the-art methods
on publicly available datasets, should more computational
resources be available, similarly to the related works featured

These results provide a strong argument for the application
of both fine-tune and transfer learning for autonomous scene
classification. The former was achieved through the tuning of
VGG16 Convolutional Neural Networks, and the latter was
achieved by transferring weights from a network trained on
simulation data from videogames and applied to a real-world
situation. Transfer learning leads to both the reduction of
resource requirements for said problems, and the achievement
of a higher classification ability overall when pre-training
has occurred on simulated data. As future directions, further
improvement of the learning pipeline benchmarked in this
study together with exploration on other complex real-world
problems faced by autonomous machines are proposed.
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